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	This book is actually two books in one. The first six chapters are about forming and running a computer incident response team. Starting with Chapter 7, “Product Security Vulnerabilities,” the book is devoted to managing product security vulnerabilities. The reason these two subjects are combined into a single book is that they are connected. Attackers use security vulnerabilities to compromise a device. Remove vulnerabilities from the product and it becomes so much more resilient to attacks.


	For many companies, incident response is new territory. Some companies do not have incident response teams (IRT). Some would like to have them but need guidance to start, and others would like to improve existing practices. Today, only a handful of companies have mature and experienced teams. For that reason, this book provides guidance in both creating and running an effective incident response team. Organizations that are evaluating whether to invest in an IRT, or that are starting to build one, will find the information in this book to be invaluable in helping them understand the nature of the threats, justifying resources, and building effective IRTs. Established IRTs will also benefit from the best practices highlighted in building IRTs and information on the current state of incident response handling, incident coordination, and legal issues. In an ideal world, this book can provide all the right answers for how to handle every incident; however, because every situation is unique, this book strives instead to help you ask the right questions.


	Similarly for managing product security vulnerabilities, the sad truth is that many vendors prefer to live in denial rather than face the truth—vendors who would rather cover up information about vulnerabilities than remove the problem. Only a handful of responsible vendors do the right thing and face the problem and not hide from it. Other vendors should follow their lead and establish their product security teams, join the community, and start making a difference. This is especially important because the protocols underpinning the Internet are starting to show their age. We are now witnessing a rise in the number of vulnerabilities that affect these basic protocols (such as DNS, TLS, and TCP), and these vulnerabilities affect virtually every device that can be connected to the Internet. Vendors without product security teams cannot react properly, or at all, on these vulnerabilities and leave their customers exposed. Ultimately, vendors ignore product security at their own peril, as customers will move away from them and go to vendors who know how to manage vulnerabilities.
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Computational Chemistry: Reviews of Current TrendsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005


	There is no doubt that many of the readers of this book series wonder

	how the research/computational facilities will look like in the near future.

	It seems that the efficiency and compactness of the silicon-based

	computers are almost exhausted, and for significant progress one has to

	look for alternative solutions. A very...
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Access Nets: Third International Conference on Access Networks, AccessNets 2008, Las Vegas, NV, USA, October 15-17, 2008. Revised PapersSpringer, 2009
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third International Conference on Access Networks, AccessNets 2008, held in Las Vegas, NV, USA, in October 2008.

The 30 revised full papers presented together with 5 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected. The papers present original and...
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Expert Oracle Database Architecture: Oracle Database Programming 9i, 10g, and 11g Techniques and Solutions, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Now in its second edition, this best-selling book by Tom Kyte of Ask Tom fame continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom has a simple philosophy: you can treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into...
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The Rise of the BlogospherePraeger Publishers, 2007
In Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge, biologist Edward O. Wilson writes that a “balanced perspective cannot be acquired by studying disciplines in pieces but through pursuit of the consilience among them. Such unification will come hard. But I think it is inevitable. Intellectually it rings true, and it gratifies impulses that rise from the...
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Secure Internet Practices: Best Practices for Securing Systems in the Internet and e-Business AgeAuerbach Publications, 2001
Touches all the bases you need to build a secure enterprise. Drawing on the experience of the world-class METASeS consulting team in building and advising on security programs, this guide shows you how to create a workable security program to protect your organization's internet risk. Softcover.

This report from METASeS is written for...
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Introduction to Probability ModelsAcademic Press, 2019

	
		Introduction to Probability Models, Twelfth Edition, is the latest version of Sheldon Ross's classic bestseller. This trusted book introduces the reader to elementary probability modelling and stochastic processes and shows how probability theory can be applied in fields such as engineering, computer science, management...
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